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Fundamental Outcomes 

Barton has five fundamental outcomes that direct not only general education courses 
but the College’s entire curriculum. The outcomes are appropriate to 
the Mission and Board ENDS, educational offerings, certificates, and degrees of the 
College. They serve to demonstrate how students meet those ENDs and articulate the 
competencies expected of students who complete a Barton certificate or degree. 

The fundamental outcomes relate the relevance of a given subject to provide students 
with the knowledge, skills, and values which enable them to be productive in work, 
family, and community. These outcomes and their assessment are reviewed biannually 
by the Outcomes Assessment Committee and annually by Barton’s Board of Trustees. 

The five fundamental outcomes are as follows: 

Critical Thinking – Study a given subject critically, including processes to analyze and 
synthesize important parts of the subject, ask appropriate and useful questions about 
the study of this subject, and solve problems within the subject area. 

Life-Long Learning – Relate the relevance of a given subject to the individual student’s 
life, to develop habits that encourage life-long, responsible and independent learning, 
and to apply appropriate and useful knowledge of the values, conventions, and 
institutions within an academic discipline. 

Historical Perspective – Describe how history works, including how historical 
perspective can strengthen understanding of a given academic subject, and how the 
history of human endeavor has helped develop that subject. 

Technological Perspective – Explain how technologies affect important parts of 
human life and how information technologies shape the study of a given subject. 

Cultural Perspective – Explain how culture develops through various aspects of 
human endeavor, how culture develops understanding of a given subject, and how a 
given subject develops within different cultures. 
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